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In the spirit of the PicatdVessiot theory (see [I l]), a reasonable problem for 
differentiable manifolds is to consider repeated extensions of the algebra of Crz 
functions by multivalued functions obtained from integrating closed 1 -forms. 
Mot-c precisely, let p: X -+ S be the universal covering map of a connected C” 
manifold sending a base point ZO t 8 to a base point x0 E X. Let /l(g) be the 
de Rham complex on X and write PO = PUB C n*(X). I f  w is a closed 
l-form on S then p*w is exact on 2 and &p*w is a function on 9 representing 
the multivalued function Jr, w on S. Let F1 be the subalgebra of .4”(s) generated 
by j”‘, and all such functions ~jEOp*~. For r 22 1, let E,.; r be the subalgebra of 
n”(X) generated by Fr and all ITO 6, 6 being an exact form in F’,p*Al(X). Set 
F =- (jpr . Then P is an algebra over f10 Under the assumption that H,(_Y) 
and ?rr(-Y) are finite generated, the following theorems will be proved: 
1. Theorem 2.5.2. There is an isomorphism E’ zz A”(X) @ 5 where 5 is a 
subalgebra of F. (A- s a matter of fact, 8 is a Hopf algebra.) 
7 I. Theorem 2.4. I. The algebra Pseparates J? if and only if nr(S) is residually 
torsion free nilpotent. 
3. Theorem 2.62. The algebra F is finitely generated over PO if and only if 
the lower central series of rl(X) stablizcs modulo torsion. 
Remark I. As a corollary, if X is a compact oricntable surface, then E? 
separates S. 
Re~narh 2. The last two theorems have been announced in [7]. In [7, 
Theorem 21, the words “torsion free residually nilpotcnt” should read “resi- 
duaIly torsion free nilpotznt.” 
In order to prove the thenrcms mentioned above, we construct a series of 
simply connected nilpotent Lie groups 
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and a sequence of locally flat connections on X, which lead to holonomy homo- 
morphisms qi(X) -+ Q(r), r 2 1, If  ni(X) is torsion free nilpotent, then @5(r) 
stablizes for sufficiently large Y, and the corresponding holonomy homomorphism 
sends ni(-Y) isomorphically into G(Y) as a uniform discrete subgroup. In this 
case, we may call Q(r) the Malccv completion of ml(X). 
By taking the quotient of each EJ( Y over the image of the holonomy homo- ) 
morphism, which is always uniform discrete, we obtain a sequence of compact 
nilmanifolds 
and a sequence of Cm maps 8,: X + N(P), Y > 1. 
If  the de Rham complex of X is equipped with a direct sum decomposition 
of the type /l”(X) = NP @ J~!G!~~~ @ Ml’ such that Ho consists of closed 
p-forms and Ml’ contains no nonzero closed p-form, then the locally flat con- 
nections mentioned are uniquely determined. For a compact Riemann manifold, 
there is a canonical decomposition of this type due to Hodge. It follows that, 
in this case, the maps 8, are canonical. (See also [4],) In particular, N(1) is a 
torus and is the real version of the Albanese variety. 
In Section 1, we discuss the method of formal power series connections, 
which has been developed in [3] and improved in [6]. A contribution from this 
paper is Theorem 1.3.1, which asserts that, if I/, = (V},, is the graded vector 
. . 
space with V, = H,,,(X; K) and if T(V) is th e completion of the tensor algebra 
on the graded vector space V, then every direct sum decomposition of the de 
Rham complex of the type mentioned gives rise to a canonical differential 
3 of degree -1 of T(V) and a canonical T(V)-valued formal power series 
connection w such that w is a twisting cochain, i.e., 2~ $ K = 0, where K is the 
curvature of W. The associated holonomy map can be taken as a canonical chain 
map from the smooth chain complex C,(12,X) of the piecewise smooth loop 
space Q,X to T(V) (which, according to [6], induces an isomorphism 
H&2X; k) m H,(T( V)) in the case where -Y is simply connected). 
In this paper, our interest is limited to the induced homomorphism 
krl(X) = H,,(D,X; k) + Ho( T( V)) = ‘91. 
Let Qau, denote the quotient of the algebra 9l over the sth power of its augmenta- 
tion ideal. Theorem 2.1.1 and its Corollary 1 assert that the sequences 
are exact, where ,7 denotes the augmentation ideal of the group algebra k~i(X). 
In Section 2, we apply this theorem to establish Theorem 2.5.2, which leads 
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to Theorems 2.61. and 2.6.2. Subspaces I;, of A”(-@, r ;:Y 0, are constructed 
inductively such that F,, = & and 
Since F,.F, C&r.+ s , the function algebra F --. u F, . . ‘d I$ 1 en r a with F, cvhich has t‘c I 
been defined in a different way. The algebra & is constructed through the locally 
flat connections. Tberrforc the isomorphism F .FZ A(S) 0 $> yields topological 
consequences. 
In Section 3, WC make use of a comparison of spectral sequences with iso- 
morphisms for terms of degree 0 and epimorpbisms for terms of degree I in 
order to prove Theorem 2.1.1. 
The complex analytic aspect is not treated. There is a related article h\ 
Parsin [14] on Riemann surfaces. Our work seems to lx related to theta functions, 
which can be viewed as functions nn compact nilmanifolds. (SW [I].) The 
noncommutative formal power series algebra T( I’) equipped with the canonical 
differential and the augmentation filtration gives I-&C to an Eiknherg-Mow-c 
spectra1 sequence starting from B’, (See [6].) ‘I’1 IUS our method of canonical 
formal power series connections can hc: related to Sullivan’s method [9, 171 of 
minimal models through discussions in [8]. 
This paper complements the wnrk [5] and is a continuation of the work [3]. 
RIatcriai in [3, Sections I and 31 is necdcd for discussions in Sections 1 and 3. 
By assuming ‘Theorem 1.31 and some preliminary definitions, the rradcr may 
prefer to proceed direct to Section 2. 
Throughout this paper, .Y will denote a connected c-’ manifold. Most of our 
discussions arc more generally valid for tllc case whcrc S is a ditl’erentiable 
space satisfying moderate conditions such as the hypotheses given in {5]. 
The unit interval will he denoted by [0, I]. X path in S Mill be a pieccuise 
CC map [0, I] --+ S. ‘I’hc fundamental group ai will bc defined through 
pieccwisc P Iloops. The de Iiham cohomologv group fill he denoted by H;,(S). 
Throughout thit; paper, lz will denote the real (ur complex) number field. 
\‘ector spaces will bc over k, and tensor products will be taken over /t unless 
otherwise specified. We use 61” to denote the s-fold tensor product, s : 0, 
and the O-fold tensor product of any vector space is defined to hc k. 
I’:vcry algebra has I. I f  an algebra A is equipped witit an augmentation 
6: A - + k, then Kcr E will bc called the augmentation ideal of .4 and \qiIl hc 
denoted by f(A). 
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Let 7’(V) be the completion of the graded tensor algebra on the graded vector 
space V. Regard XI , X, ,... as noncommutative indeterminates and write the 
tensor product 
xi1 0 xi2 0 * * * 0 *yir E x<, .’ - dyi, 
as a monomial in X’s, Then every element of T(V) can be taken as a formal 
power series 
with coefficients in the real (or complex) number field k. 
The augmentation of T(V) is given by a H a,,, , and the augmentation ideal 
3 = f(T( P’)) consists of all elements a with a, = 0. For 1’ > 1, the rth power 
J’ of 3 consists of al1 elements a with o~,..,~, = 0 for s < r. Topologize T(V) so 
that, V a E T(V), {a + y}T,O is a basis of open neighborhoods of the element a. 
Then T{ Y) is Hausdorff, and the addition is continuous. 
By a derivation of T(V), we mean a linear endomorphism 8 of degree -1 of 
the graded algebra T(V) satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) For any homogeneous elements u, V E T(V), a(~*) = (au@ + 
C-1) IIwfr f&J. 
(b) 3 is continuous with respect to the topology of T(V), and aT(V) C J. 
Observe that the degree 0 component of the graded algebra T(V) is preciseiy 
T( V,). In short, T(V),, = T( V,). 
1,2. Let 1: A(X) -+ 11(X) be th e automorphism of the de Rham complex 
such that Jw = (-1) law for every p-form w. 
Denote by TAcx,( V) the algebra of T(Y)-valued forms on the manifold X. 
Then every element of T,& V) is a formal power series in the noncommutative 
indeterminates XI , X-, ,... with coefficients in A(X). 
DEFINITION. A formal power series connection on X is an element of T,(,)(V) 
of the type 
w :2 c waxi + ‘*a + 1 wil...i,xil ..* xip f- ... (1.2.1) 
such that each coefficient w~~...~, is a form of degree 
1 + deg Xi, + *be + deg -E’i* . 
The curvature of w is the element 
According to [3, Scctinn 21, every formal power series connection w gives 
rise to a transport 
7’ 1 + z Y’Ji ../- c y’,j.yi.‘ii + ... (I 2.3) 
whose coefficients are iterated integrals P’; := s wi , Tij ~~ s (wiwi + w,~), Tij,. --: 
~(w~w,w~ + wliwk + zuiwjff -+ wijk), etc., which arc differential forms on the 
piecewise smooth path space I’(-Y) with 1 E B(P(.Ti)). 
I,et IJ be a convex region in P, n being arbitrary, and let 2: I;a P(X) be a 
plot (which is a differentiable map). Then V [G U, a(f) is a path, and, for 
0 ::c: t :.:I 1, the plot mt: II--+ P(X) given &(t)(7) 7 a is weI1 defined. 
The transport T is pulled back by ~9 to an element TW, of T,,(,)(V). Lemma 2.3.1 
of [3] asserts that 
; Y’,< : Tb, A ,(,, &), (I 2.3) 
where ~(a, iy) = C wi(m, do) .Yi + 1 ~~~(a, a) -YiXj ‘I- ... is an element of 
TAcv,( V) defmed via [3], (1.4. I). 
Let 3&x, denote the ideal of FL,& V) consisting of all elements with vanishing 
coefficients for terms of X,, . X; , 0 -<I s 5.: 7 ~ 1. 
Every derivation 8 of T(Y) can be extended to a derivation of TAcX,( V) so that 
where the right-hand side makes sense because of the topology of ii-,,cx,( V) 
induced by that of F(V). 
THEOREM 1.2.1. If a is a dt?hVUtiO?l of T(v) Such fhd 
?W + K -: 0 mod 3;:~;) 
then, restricted to the piecewise smooth loop space R,X, 
d7’ 8T mod ,72fASx, ; 
i.e., for ecwy plot 01: U -4 l2,Y, 
where dt is used to denote the exterior dz.ferentiation on LT. 
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Proof. Since T$’ exists, we may set ST,* = v  A T,c _ Then ZI it=” 1 0, and 
; aT,%, = ti A Tli + V A Tat A ~(01, &). 
On the other hand. 
d 
- arry,l, =- 
dt 
2(T* i A W(cY, 2))‘~ V A T-t A w(rY, &) + JT,, A &~(a, &). 
T~LIS ti 7 --/T,t A ~(a, &) A Tut’ mod J~~~l . Hence it follows from [3, Theo- 
rem 2.3.2] that 
The next corollary can be found in [6]. 
C]OHOLLARY, Under the Same hypothesis as the theorem, if &J + K = 0, then 
8T =: dT on Q,J. 
Recall that, if iy: U -+ P(X) is a plot with compact U, then 
where <, > indicates integration. Recall that ~5~: U x [O, l] + A’ denotes the 
plot given by (6, f) tt ~(t)(t). 
LEMMA 12.2. Let 8 be a derivation of ‘l’(V) such that 23 C z2 and 
If there exist plots iuj: lJj - DJ of the piecewise smooth loop space at x0 satisfying 
the following conditions; then 22T( F’) C ,7S+9. 
(a) Each Uj is compact, and dim rij = deg A*j , j _I= I,..., dim &‘. 
(b) The elements xi sh,X wiLYi , j = I,.,,, dim V, form a basis for r’. 
I 
Pruof, For I -5: j -< m, dim l.5 = 0 and 
T(q) - 1 :.: 1 s zuiLYi mod s2. 
1<i<nt dLEj 
For m < j :<i dim V, 
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Therefore 1 and all T(aj,) T(aj,)-;.. T(aj7), T =z 1, 2,..., span a dense subspace of 
T(V). In order to show that &Yl’( V) C 3yi-a, it suffices to verify that 
a( T(cuj,) . . . T(aj)) E 3” r”. 
Recall that the plot 
“j, I .,. J qr: [r Cii, ,< .. 1. [,5, --t 52,s,v 
is given by ([r ,.... 5,) 9 (orjl(E1) * 01jJfJ) me-) * aj,([,.). According to [3, Propo- 
sition 2.1.21 and Theorem I .2.1, we have 
;:a( T(cxj,) ‘*. 7’(aj,)) --- il((dETa,lLz.,,Xbjr, U>, mod z?+‘) 
~2 (ij7~jl,....,4djr, 0,) mod Q’+’ -.= 0 mod y+“, 
where LT denotes the boundary rlf I.I. Hence the Lemma is proved. 
1,3, Choose a direct sum decomposition of the de Rham complex 
where II : {T-i”j ,= Hg,$(X) is a graded vector subspace of closed forms on X, 
and ill is a graded vector subspacc containing no nonzero cIosed forms. Clearly 
dM 2 &l(_Y). A particular example in our mind is the Hndge decomposition 
of the de Rham complex of a compact Riemann manifold, where H is the space 
of harmonic forms. 
From here on, V will denote the graded vector space such that C’* = 
Hq ! L(S; k) for y  :> 0 and I’,, ~ 0 for q < 0. In short, we chonsc 
v = IT*-,(.I--; k). 
For a basis of UG = {H~‘)jI..O, choose ZL’~ ,..., ELI,,, ; z,,,,.r ,..., w,,,) E ;... such that 
the corresponding cohomology classes [zuJ, [~a],... form a basis of H-+(X; k) 
dual to the basis (ri, , X9 ,...I of I7 =: T&,(.Y; k). Then the element 
c 2x1 ).sj (I .3.2) 
of ?‘A,(,,(F) is independent of the choice of bases and is uniquely determined 
by the decomposition (I .3.1). 
THEOREM 1.3.1. For ever-v direct sum decomposition (1.3.1) of the de Rham 
complex, there exist unique@ a formal power series connection 
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and a deriwatim a of T(V) such that 
{a) the turn C w&Y, 0f w is us giwn in (1.32); 
(b) the coefficients wij , wiji: ,,.. belong to 174; 
(c) dw + K == 0. 
Moreover, a is a differential, i.e., &2 := 0. 
We shall call w the canonical formal power series connection and 8, the 
canonical differential with respect to the decomposition (1.3. I). 
Pmof. For every element u of T(V) (or TL,(r)( V)), let zqs) denote the element 
obtained from u by truncating all terms of Xf, .-- Xi,, r > s. Thus q,) = 
C w+X~ and wc2) = C w/Xi + C w+jXiXj , 
For s > I, construct inductively formal power series connections wg and 
derivations a.7 of T(V) satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) w1 = C wiX, and 8, = 0. 
(b) If  K,$ is the curvature of w, , then aswR -+ K, = 0 mod J:T& . 
(c) (wS)tl, = wy for 1 < r < s and = w,~ for Y > s. 
(d) (8,X,),,, = 8,X, for 1 < r < s and = asX, for Y > s, i = I,..., dim V. 
Fors> l,weset 
and 
and solve for evil...? _* and c(i) through condition (b), which now becomes 
and 
Thus 
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Hence (1.3.3) can be solved uniquely for c(i) and ~,r.,,~& E 111, and the proof is 
completed by setting W(J 1 w,? and (EXi)(sb = fi,AY, . 
Remark 1. Let ..A’ be real analytic with the property that every real analytic 
exact form can be written as dw, with w E M being a rea1 analytic form. If  H 
consists of real analytic closed forms, then the coefficients of the canonical 
formal power series connection w are real analytic forms. This happens when X 
is a real anaIytic compact Riemann manifold with the Hodge decomposition, 
Remark 2. Let S be a complex analytic manifold, and let A(S) denote its 
dc Rham complex of complex-valued forms. Suppose that the decomposition 
(1.3. I ) respects conjugation, i.e., H = H and M ~7: M. Then 6/ = H,-,(I’; k) 
also admits conjugation, where k is now the complex number field. I f  w is the 
canonical formal power series connection, so is 
Therefore O, .-..- w. Similarly, k m-m K. The uniqueness of the difierential B also 
implies aU = &, V u E T(V). 
Remark 3. Let A be a differential graded subalgebra of A(S) such that the 
inclusion induces a cohomology isomorphism. Suppose that there is a direct 
sum decomposition A ‘--: H @ dM’ @) AT’, which extends to a direct sum 
decomposition of type (1.3.1). It is clear from the proof of the theorem that the 
coefficients of the canonical forma1 power series connection w can be chosen 
to belong to A and that the canonical difkrential 8 depends only on the decom- 
position of A. In the special case of H being closed under the exterior multiplica- 
tion, all coefficients of w belong to H, and we have w 2 C wiLYi . 
For illustration, we compute some leading terms of ?,YA for an arbitrarily 
given direct sum decomposition (1.3. I ). 
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Let the cup products of de Rham cohomology cIasses be given by [Jzc( A wi] = 
x c~Jzo,J, cii E k. Recall that 
K = c (dwij - Jq A wj) X&k; + ..s. 
Write aXA = x bfjAYJj + ... . Then condition &U + K = 0 implies that 
C w,bii + dw,, - Jwi A wj :p 0. 
On the cohomology level, we have 
$ b;j[wn] ~~ [jw: A WJ = 1 Cfj[WA]. 
I 
Consequently, b$ = cij and 
axr, = c c;j.qxj + * * ‘. (1.3.4) 
LetL( V) be the graded free Lie algebra generated by X, , X, ,.... There is the 
usual embedding L(V) C T(V) C T(V). D enote by L(V) the closure of L( V) in 
T(V) and by Zntxj( V) the vector space of L(V)-valued forms on S. Then 
L,,-(V) C T,(,)(Y). Elements of I,(V) or L,(,)(V) will be called Lie elements. 
Recall that, for homogeneous elements U’, U” E T(V), the Lie product is 
[U’, U”j = U’U” ~ (-I)d@a’de%u” VU’. I f  W’ and w” are differential forms 
of respective degree 1 + deg U’ and 1 + deg U”, then 
o&T")~ @'u)== -(-])degU'deW" &,' ,, W"~"~' 
so that (Jw’u’) A (z/U”) = ;Jw’ A w”[U’, U”]. Therefore we obtain the next 
assertion 
LEMMA 1.3.2. If  a formal power series connection w’ is a Lie element, then 
Jw’ A W’ is also a Lie element. 
PROPOSITION. 1.3.3. With respect to a given decomposition (1.3.1), w and 
8X, , i = 1, 2 ,..., dim V, are all Lie elements. 
Proof. Every element u of ii,,(x)(V) can be written uniquely as u = I+ + 
du,,,!’ -+- u:I, such that the coefficients of u, belong to H, and those of “At; and UK 
belong to M. If  u is a Lie element, so are uH , Us’, and I&. 
S’ mce w = errs + w,~, where wH = x w,X, and 
it suffices to show that &I, and dwM are Lie elements. We prove by induction 
that (i%~~)(~) and (dw,,)f,, , s I;- 0, art’ Lit clemcnts. For the cast of s -:- 0, WC 
have (~‘w~)(,,J May 0 and (do,,,) == 0. For s >. 0, 
0 = (iw -I- dw - Jo, A CO)(~) 
so that (i;wH)(,T) + (~u,~,)(~J is a Lie element by the induction hypothesis. Hence 
both (%uJ~~)(J and (&I)~~)(~) are T,ic elements. 
1.4, Observe that ?‘( Va) := 7’( I/), IS an ungraded algebra whose augmcn- 
tation ideal is 30 3 n T( V,). Again ri’( I*‘(,) is a topological additive group with 
30r as a base of open neighborhoods of 0. 
Recall that -YYE.,.l ,..., Xn,+L form a basis for VI . Denote bv 91 the closure of 
the ideal generated by 8V, in T(V,). Since ZC’,, 7: 0, we have Y1 L iiT(V)r and 
the quotient algebra 
is uniquely determined by the decomposition (1.3. f). The augmentation ideal 
of ‘9[ is 2(+X) mm: &/YI. Furthermore, 91 is a topological additive group with 
~[I(\?I)“~, . ,, as a base for open neighborhoods of 0. This requires that the inter- s,> 
section n I(?[)” is (01. In fact, if u E n (Yl + s,,l), then u 2 lim,+, u,, where 
u U, E 3”~~ and u,$ E 91. Since 91 is closed, u t 3I and 9 = fi (91 A- Jo”). 
‘I’he quotient algebra YI, ~7 GI/I( 9 I) *+I = T(lg)/(m + 3;:‘) is finite dimcn- 
shd. I,et pr: 9L d 91,. , v: 1’( 1,;) ---+ YI, and v,.: ?‘( C’,,) ---f PI, bc quotient homo- 
morphisms. I,ct YI,,(,V, be the cIosurc of the ideal generated by elements of the 
type zcK in II’.,& C’,), where zu E fl(,Y) and CT E 6%. Let ‘+!l,,(,) : F.,& K,,)E!I,,(,) 
be the qunticnt algebra. Extend the quotient homomorphisms v  and v,, , rcspec- 
tivel!,, to 
1,: Lcxi( VII) - ‘!I,(,) I 
vr: ?:,(x)(v”) -+ rl(.Y) 0 ?I, 25 ~‘.4tx,(J7*)/~~,(xi -’ &x,,:;” 
where /l(.Y) $8 41, is identified with the aIgebra of ?I,-valued forms on X. 
Tzt q(v) -7 v$( G’a) C 91, _ Since the augmentation ideal I(!&) is nilpotent 
and B(Y) C I(Y[,.), C)(Y) is a nilpotcnt Lie algebra, and 05(t) --I exp {T(Y) is a nilpotent 
Lie group. Moreover, the exponential map exp: n(p) + G(Y) is bijective. There- 
fore G(Y) is simply connected. 
According to (I .3.4), !JI C soa and 
YI, 7 T(V,)/&? (1.4. 
Therefore $I( I) is the abelian Lie algebra having as a basis Xi -I- ,7,a, and CIs( 
is the abehan Lit group whose clcments are 1 + x aiXi I 3,,‘, a’s E k. 
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For r > s, the quotient homomorphism t91u, -+ ‘91,. induces quotient homo- 
morphisms g(r) + g(s) and G(Y) -+ G(s). When s = I, there is an exact sequence 
1 - (W ~ I), 6(P ~ l)] --f@(Y) 4 S(1) - 1 (1.4.2) 
so that 15(l) is the abelian quotient of C%(r). 
2. EXTENSIONS BY INTEGRALS 
2.1, Let w = C w,X~ + 1 wijXiXj + m** be the canonical formal power 
series connection and 8 the canonical differential with respect to a given direct 
sum decomposition (1.3.1). Then the degree 0 component of w with respect to 
the indeterminates X1 , X, ,.,. is 
wo = lz* W&i + l<&o-ixi + *‘*I 
which is a T( V,)-valued I -form on X. In particular Y+,, is an 5!&-valued 1 -form. 
Since PI, is a finite dimensional algebra, we may consider Y,w,, as a linear connec- 
tion for the product bundle QII, x X. 
The degree 1 component of w with respect to the indeterminates is 
WI z c wixi + c (WijX$Xj + Wju5iX3xp) + I’.) 
m<iqn+l l<i<m<j<m;nri 1 
which is a T( V)-vaIued 2-form on X, and AJ, E 5RAcx) . 
Let us = dw, + w,, A o,, be the curvature of w,, . Then the condition 
dw + K = 0 implies that 
%Wl + Kg = 0. (2.1.1) 
It foIlows that, for the linear connection Y,w,, , the curvature is Y,+, =: 0 so that 
Y+.+, is locally flat. Let Z’,(y) denote the transport of uFwO along a path y  in X. 
Then the holonomy homomorphism 
7rJX) + 91, (2.1.2) 
given by [r] t+ T,(y) is well defined. 
Recall that, for any group G, the augmentation kG + k of the group algebra 
KG is given by x cigi tt z cd with gi E G and ci E k. The augmentation ideal 
1(RG) is spanned by all elements of the type g - I, g E G. 
THEOREM 2.1.1. Let 9 be a connected Cm manifold whose Betti ambevs are 
$nite. Let w be the canoairal formal power series connection avith respect to a direct 
sum decomposition of the de Z&am complex A(S) us gizje?t in (1.3. I). Then w 
fogether with the canonical d#erentiaE 8 induces a homomorphism of algebras 
k77l,(X) + ?I 7: H,( T( li)) 
such that each composite h~momoy~~isv~ 
kiTI --.-* 91 2 ?I, (2. I .3) 
is the extension of the holonomy map (2. I .2) and has 3’ ’ L as its kernel, mhere 3 i.~ 
fhe augmenfation ideal of the group al,ebru kr,(S). 
C~ROI.L.ARP I. Under the hypothesis of the theorem, there is an exact sequence 
0 -+ (-J 3’ -5 kq(X) ---a. 91. 
This theorem and Corollary 1 are proved in Section 3. Wc list some further 
corollaries in Section 2.2. 
Observe that the canonical formal power series connection w is a Lie clement 
in T,Q,,( I’) and that wO is a Lit: clement in T,c,~J( V,). Therefore v,.w,, is a g(r)- 
valued I -form on X, and its parallel transport T,(y) along each path y  is an 
element of the Lie group If(r). The holonomy homomorphism (2.1.2) can be 
taken as a group homomorphism 
TI(X) 4 6(Y). (2. I .4) 
!E’e describe the casts of P P: I and 2 of the theorem. 
According to (l-4.1), 41, = T( VO)/3,,“. The Lie algebra g(I) has S; -.. J,‘, 
1 :[ i 1. : W, as a basis, and the abelian Lie group C!!( 1) consists of the elements 
I + CrL, a&, k SO”, a’s E k. For the gf I)-valued I-form 
YIWU ~~~ ,z?, wi 63 txi -I-- 31,2), 
,. 
the holonomy homomorphism 
The theorem asserts that this homomorphism extends linearly to an epi- 
morphism krl(.Y) + Pi, with Z2 as its kernel. It is not difficult to verify this 
conclusion directly. 
Let [Jzc~ A wj] p= C cij[wn]. According to (1.3.4) and Proposition 1.3.3, 
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are Lie elements in T(vO). Let Irl’ be the subspace of T(FJ spanned by all 
m < h < m + 1. Then 3’ + J,” == 
f  32, PI, = T(VJ(W + 32) and 
The holonomy homomorphism 
n-~(X) + G(2) c PI, (2.1 A) 
is given by 
where 
(1 wiwj > Y) zzY f1 ( f ‘” WMlh -i(5)) 4) f%(Y(~,), P(t%N 4 
-n ‘0 
The theorem asserts that the 1inearIy extended homomorphism kp,(9) + ‘II, 
is surjective and has 3” as its kernel. 
2.2, Let G be a finitely generated group. The augmentation ideal of the 
group algebra kG is denoted by 1, = I(kG). Then the rth power I,? is spanned 
by all elements of the type (g, - 1) ... (g.r ~ I), g’s E G. Define, for Y > I, 
Then G = Gcl) 3 G(a) 3 ..* is a functorially defined descending sequence of 
normal subgroups of G. Each quotient group G/Gt,,r) is torsion free. In fact, 
ifgEG~,~)andgnEG~,tl,,l :T,‘s<r,n>l,then 
so that (T)(g - 1) ET&+‘, which implies g E Gc,~,,, . 
Verify that, if g’ t G(r) and g” E Gc,, , then 
[g’,g”] - I = ((g’ - l)(g” - 1) - (g” -‘- I)@’ - I)) g’-lgO-l El;? 
so that I% , %I C GM . 
Recall the lower central series G = G, 3 G2 3 *** of G given by G,+r = 
[G, , G], Y  >, 1. Then GT C G(r) . Observe that G/G(,) is torsion free nilpotent. 
Define a group G to be residually torsion free nilpotent, if every nontrivial ele- 
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ment of G lies outside of the kernel of some homomorphism from G onto some 
torsion free nilpotent group. The next assertion is essentially known. (See [IO] 
and [15].) 
PROFOSITION 2.2.1. For a finitely generatedgroup G, the foUozuin~ three stnte- 
merits me equizakat: 
(a) or r,r = 0. 
(h) The norrnal subpwp Cc,, - n, Gc,., is frivial. 
(c) G is resiilually torsion free nilpofent. 
Proof. It follows from the definition of Gt,) that (a) implies (b). Since each 
quotient G/G(,) is torsion free nilpotent, (h) implies (c). 
Assuming the validity of (c), we are going to verify (b). Let 2 hc a nontrivial 
clement of G. Then there exists an epimorphism from G onto a torsion free 
nilpotent group G’ sending g to a nontrivial element y’ of G’. Since G’ is also 
finitely generated, it can be taken as a discrete subgroup of a simply connected 
nilpotent Lie group, which can he faithfully represented by unipotent matrices 
and, consequently, can he regarded as a muhiplicativc subgroup of an associative 
algebra U of r :” r upper triangubrr matrices of the type hE + N, where r is a 
positive integer, R is the identity matrix, ilr is a strictly upper triangular matrix, 
and A E k. The algebra CJ has an augmentation U-h k given by hE +- A’++ A so 
that the augmentation ideal I(U) consists of strictly upper triangular matrices. 
Extend by linearity the homomorphism G - G’ C li to a homomorphism 
of augmented algebras 
p: ItG-+ U 
so that ~(1,) C I(U). Then 
which forces y  - I $I,r and g $ G,,.J . We conclude that G(,) must be trivial. 
It remains to verify that (b) implies (a). Th is is done in Lemma 2.2.2, where G 
is not necessarily finitely generated. Ifence the assertion is proved. 
Let 4 be a k-valued function on G as a set. Then +A can be extended to a linear 
functional L, E (KG)*. I f  # is also a R-valued fun&m on G, define 
L, 0~5, E (kG @) KG)* by 
(-b/J @MPl o‘d = f7K$9 Pb?), ‘v’gl , gz E G. 
Recall the diagonal map A: kG + KG @I kG given by Ag : g @g, Vg E G. 
Verify that A is a homomorphism of algebras. 1~Tsing the formula 
&,g = (L, @I,$) AR, verify that, VU E kG, 
L&U = (L,$ @IL&) A,, . (22.1) 
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We claim that, if L, and L, annul respectively 1,~ and Ictr then Lb,, annuls 
Is+‘. In fact, for n 3 s + t, G 
4% - 1) ‘** (8, - 1)) 
= Ll(g, - 1) ... fl(g, - 1) 
L Ng1 - 1) 0 (g, - 1) + (8, - 1) 0 1 + 1 0 (a- 111 
~.‘C(Rn-l)O(gn--1)+(gn--1)01t1O(g,,--)l~ 1 I,‘OIGj 
i+j>n 
so that 
~d(& - 1) .‘. (8, - 1)) = (L Oh) &? - 1) *‘a (g, - 1)) = 0. 
LEMMA 2.2.2. If  G~,J is iriviul, then (J IGr = 0. 
Proof. It suffices to show by induction on n > 1 that, ifg, ,..., g, are distinct 
elements of G, theng, ,,.,, gn are linearly independent modulo n IGr in kG. This 
forces n IGv = 0. The case of n = 1 is obvious. 
For n > l,g, ,..a, g,_, arc linearly independent modulo fl IFF and, conse- 
quently, modulo IGS for some sufficiently large s; there e.uistL,, ,..., L,,,-, E (RG)* 
which annul I,% such that Ldfgj = Sij, i, j = 1, . . . . R - 1. I f  g, ,..., g, are linearly 
dependent module n IGT, then 
gn = c1g1 + ‘*’ 4 cn-lgn-l mod n fc7 
where c1 ,..., c,-~ must be nonzero elements of k. We have 
which forces n =:= 2 and c1 = 1 and, hence, the contradiction of g, = g, . 
We are now ready to add further corollaries to Theorem 2.1 .I as follows. 
COROLLARY 2. The kerrwE of the holonomy homomrphissm (2.1.2) is x~(?L-)~,.,.~~ . 
COROLLARY 3. If  nl(X) is jinileZy generated residually torsion free nilpotent, 
then the homomorphim 
ki#T) --f \2I 
is injectiwe. 
A theorem of Baumslag [Zj asserts that the fundamental group of every 
compact orientable 2-manifold is residually free. 
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C‘OROLLARY 4. If-k- is a compact orimtable 2-manifold, then the homomorphism 
RTr,(X) + 91 is injective. 
2,3. Let p: ,r + .Y be the universal covering map. C:howsc a base Point 
2, of ,y so that pgO = x, . 
Let F,, 2.71 p*A”(X). For s i:,: I . define 
F,\ ~ [f  E A”(X); dft F,~-,p*fl’(S)), 
where F,Y-,p*A’(.Y) is the subspace of A’(s) spanned by all fp%, f cF,+ 1, 
E E .P( X). Then 
F\CF, c ... CF, c ‘-- . 
Detine F,< = 0 for s < 0 and write 1;’ = u F,Y . 
PROPOSITION 2.3. I. F is an algebra, and FF, CF, , s . 
1’roof. By induction on r 1 s, we have 
d(FrF,) C (F,-,F, + F,F,y. I) p*il’(S) CF, + r-, p*A’(X). 
‘This algebra E’ coincides with the algebra F defined in the introduction, 
though F, is only a subspace of E, 
On the degree 1 level, the direct sum decomposition (1.3.1) gives rise to the 
direct sum 
flyAT;‘) = AI ~1.i &If” !fY Ml, 
where dMa = &l”(S). 
Define iJ,,’ -- k C A*(x) and, for s :r:. 0, 
F,c,’ ; (f~ A”(8); df E; FI, m,p*(H’ $- W)). 
Then pr’ -= (fr A*(-!?): df f  p*Hrj, and F,’ Cpi’ C ... . Define F,’ : 0 for 
s < 0 and- write F’ :-- 0 F,‘. 
The Proof for Proposition 2.3.1 is also valid for the next assertion. 
PROPOSITION 2.3.9. F’ is ala a[yebua, andFT’F,’ CF;T,S , 
LEMMA 2.3.3. For s > 0, F,v -= F,,Fi. .I i F,‘. 
Proof, It sutiices to show by induction the nontrivial inclusion F, CF$-, -t 
F,‘. For s > 1, let f~ F,9 . Then 
df E (Fey 2 +I;,‘-,, p*(H’ + Ml + &P(X)) 
= F,;.m_,p*ill(.Y) ~:.F:~~~,J~(H’ + W) -l.F;.p, dF,. 
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Because p*Al(X) = p*(Hl + Ml) + dF, , 
by repeating the same argument, 
c F;-~~*(H’ + IMP) + F;-, dF, + 44F.L) c *‘- 
CF;-,~*(H~ + M’) + d&F:-1). 
Hence f~ F,,P:-, + F,q’. 
X4, Let a be a loop at x0, which lifts to a path B from f, . Denote by 
r,: %+ 2 the covering transformation such that r&, = Z(l). Then r,, = 
r, 0 r, . 
LEMMA 2.4.1. 1ff~F,‘, thm I’,*f -ffF:-, . 
Proof. I f  y  is a path from x0 which lifts to a path v  from ZU to 2, then I’,2 = 
~cy( 1). We use induction on s. For s > 1, write df = Cf$*o, , where fi E Fi._, 
and vi E H1 + Ml. Then r,*p*v, = p*vi and 
so that 
dr,*f = 1 r,*(fip*vi) - cfip*v, modFh_,p*(Hl + Ml). 
Hence T’,*f - f EF,-~ _ 
For any element Cc&J of the group algebra krl(X), define r-&,[vil = 
C cJ’t , which is taken as an endomorphism of no(X) as a vector space. Verify 
that, if U, U’ E knl(X), then 
riu, = r;, o rut (2.4.1) 
COROLLARY. If u E 3’, then ru*Fsr C Fipp . 
Proof. The case of r = 1 is a simple consequence of the lemma. The general 
case is obtained by applying (2.4.1). 
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Everyf EF gives rise to a k-valued function on ri(S) such that [y] I-.f(ri,,i’,), 
which extends to a linear functional 
f:  kTrl( X) + k. 
If,ft F,’ and u E 3, then, according to the last corollary, J’,*f E k : F,’ and 
r,,*f - (r,,*f)&) -f(u). (2.4.2) 
PROPOSITION 2.4.2. Iff~F,‘adf(5”) L 0, thmfEJ’.le 
Proof. Write df = Cr’ricra f,p*v, , where fi EF:~~~ , zli E Hi + A!!‘, such that 
7'1 ,*a., a,, are linearly independent over k. We may further assume that there 
exist loops 01~ ,,.., an at x,, such that jai v;‘i = &. Let &r ,..., G, be the respective 
lifts from Zn in X. For any u: E _SSml, 
Since ~([a,] - I) E 7, we have 
so that f,(-“i”--I) = 0. By the induction hypothesis, fj E FiM2 . Hence f E F,: 1 . 
COROLLARY. If f, ,q t F’ andf = c, then f = g. 
2.5. Let T, be the transport of the locally flat connection E’,.w~ given in 
Theorem 2.1. I. There is a Cmr map T,.: x + ‘II, such that 1 --•r Tr(r), y  being a 
path from x,, , which lifts to a path from Z,, to d in fi. For s > P, 73. is the com- 
posite map 
x TL ?I,* -.’ + ?I,. . 
The local flatness of v+,, implies that 
(2.51) 
which is I(%,)-valued. Since TJ&J = I, we conclude that ~~ - 1 is I(%,)-valued. 
Let B:,, be the subspacc of no(a) and consist of all k-valued functions of the 
type q 0 7S , where 17 E’S,* is a linear functional. Then &, C es , and wc have 
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Observe that a change of the base point f, will effect a left multiplication to 7g 
by an element of 9II,. Therefore B,, does not depend on the choice of the base 
point f, 
Recall that ps: ?I j PI, is the quotient map. Choose linearly independent 
elements e, ,.,., ell ,--., ezB ,... of 1(m) such that, for each s, 1(9&) has Psel ,..., p,e_~. 
as a vector space basis and psei = 0 for i > E, . Then there are fi , f2 ,... t A”(X) 
such that 
7s -: 1 -t-flP& + -** +.fl,psel, 
so that 9, is spanned by I, fi ,.,, , X, . 
Write yrlwa = vlfnel + -a- + vl,pselB where vi E H1 + Ml. Owing to p,(eiel) = 
0 for i, j > I,-, , we obtain 
dflfael + ... + dfibfset, 
= dTs = ry(~*~~s~o) 
i.e., dfj, C ass-I@*(H1 -t Ml). This leads to the conclusion that $j, CF,‘. 
THEOREM 2.5.1. For s >, 0, BI, = F,‘. 
Proof. It remains to show that F,’ C &:, , s > 0. If f fFs’, then j vanishes 
on Js+i. Theorem 2.1.1 implies that the transport T, induces an isomorphism 
r&(X)pS+l w 2l, 
so that there exists h E 5j, C F,’ such that J = b. According to the Corollary of 
Proposition 2.4.2, f = la. Hence the assertion is proved. 
THEOREM 2.5.2. There is an isomorphism 
/l”(X) @ $3 -% F (2.5.1) 
given by g @ h + (p*g)h, where $j = u 5, . 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.5.1 and Lemma 2.3.3 that F = F& 
Therefore the homomorphism (2.5.1) is surjective. 
Suppose that Cl~iq:ngt @ hi is in the kernel of (2.51) with h, ,.,., h, linearly 
independent. Then & ,..,, & are linearly independent. Write f = C (p*g*) h, , 
Then C g,(x,J & = f = 0 ’ lm pl ies that each gi(xO) = 0. Now f, does not depend 
on the choice of x,, . Hence g1 = *a* = g, = 0. 
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THEOREM 2.6.1. Let 1y be the universal covering space of II connected C’= 
manifold S with finitely generated fundamental group and homology groups. I,et P 
be the a&ebra of functions on x as defined dn Section 2.3. ThenF separates 9 [f and 
only if T,(S) is residually torsion free nilpotent. 
PYOOf. P zs .40(x’) @ 5j separates % if and only if, Vx E ,I”, $j separates 
p--1(x). Since YJ, m (&T,(X)/J”‘~)* via h M k, -5~ scparatcs p-r(x] if and only if 
n 5’ =: 0. Hence the theorem folIows from Proposition 2.2.1. 
C‘OKoI.I.AR\-. For a compact orientable surface S, F separates Ax. 
Let G be any finitely generated group. Hecall that the graded Lie ring 
gr G y  (gr,qG]-,=, is such that each grNG is the additive group G,JG,q.,, . We say 
that the lower central series of G stahlizes modulo torsion if G,V/G,V,, is finite 
for s sufficiently large (i.e., the Lie algebra (gr G) @jz k is finite dimensional). 
The graded algebra gr kG 7 [gr&G},+,, is defined such that gr,<kG z IC,“/Ii’ ‘, 
Thcrc is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras 
where C,’ is the universal enveloping algebra functor. (See [ 151.) 
THEOREM 2.6.2. Under the same hypothesis as Theorem 2.6.1, the algebra F 
is jkitely generated ouer F,, = pxA’J(X) if and only if the lower central series of 
TV stablizes module torsion. 
PYOO~. We make use of the theory of Hopf algebras. (See [ 131.) First observe 
that $ has an ascending filtration k -.: b,, C !$ C **a . For the associated graded 
algebra gr .5 7: {grx $>,>” , we have 
According to (2.&l), gr kx,(.Y) w U(gr al(X) oz R) as (graded) Hopf algebras. 
This makes gr (7 a connected graded commutative Hopf algebra, which is 
isomorphic to the symmetric algebra on the vector space of the indecomposibles 
of gr !?J owing to a theorem of Leray. Nuw the vector space of indecomposibles 
of gr 5j is dual to the vector space of primitives of U(gr z-r(S) @,k), which is 
gr rI(.Y) &jz k. The theorem follows from the equivaIence of the following 
statements: (a) F is finitely generated over F, . (b) Sj is finitely generated over k. 
(c) gr $I is finitely generated over k. (d) g-r xl(X) a7 k is finite dimensional. 
(e) The lower central series of nl(X) stablizes modulo torsion. 
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2.7. Recall the map ‘TV in Section 2.5. Since vswD is a g(s)-valued l-form 
on X, we have T.(S) C B(s). Write 
which is a subgroup of G(s). For r > s, the quotient homomorphism B(r) + 6(s) 
maps D(r) onto D(s). 
h&VIA 2.7.1. I)( 1) is a un$orm discrete subgroup of the abelianLiegmup 6( 1). 
Proof. Recall that 6(l) consists of elements of the type I + ~.l~f~~,, cilU, -k 
so” in ‘21, . The image of the holonomy homomorphism (2.1.5) is precisely D(l), 
which consists of those elements of Q(1) of the type 
Observe that w1 ,..., w, represent a basis for HkR(X). Hence the lemma is 
proved. 
The next corollary folIows from the exact sequence (1.4.2) and 12, 
Theorem 11, 
COROLLARY, For S 2 1, n( ) i s s a uniJUrm discrefe subgroup of (s(s). 
The right cosct space N(s) = D(s)\(li( ) s is a compact nilmanifold, and the 
quotient map qs: 6(s) -+ X(s) is the universal covering map. In the cast where 
X is a real analytic compact Riemann manifold, N(1) may be thought of as a 
real analytic version of the Albanese variety, 
THEOREM 2.7.2. The ma? 8,: S+ N(s) determined by the commutativity 
4.q O 7s = 4 O p is a well-defined C” map, which gives rise to a short exact sequence 
c 
(11 -- “lGQ.s+1) + 7rl(A-) -k x,(N(s)) -- {l-j. 
I’rooJ Let 2, j ~p-~{x} and let oi and ,/I be paths from sea to X, which lift, 
respectively, to paths from X:,, to f  and J. Then 
so that 8,V is well defined. The differentiability of 8,q follows from that of T,~ , 
Verify that D(s) .e x,(N(s)) is the image of the holonomy homomorphism 
(2.1.4) with Y : s. Hence the exact sequence is a consequence of Corollary 2, 
Theorem 2.1. I. 
Remark 1. The nilmanifold N(s) and the map 8, are determined by the 
decomposition (1.3.1) and the choice of the base point X, . Therefore N(s) is 
functorial and 8, is natural under a suitable categorical setting, 
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Remark 2. Let X be real analytic. For the decomposition (1.3. I), assume 
that H consists of real analytic closed forms and that any real analytic exact form 
on S can bc written as &c, w being real analytic. Then N(s) is real analrtic, and 
19~ is a real analytic map. 
Remark 3. Suppose that X admits a complex analytic structure and that 
both II and M are stable under the complex conjugation. Using Remark 2, 
Theorem 1.3. I, we may conclude that N(s) has a hybrid real-complex andytic 
structure. 
3. PROOF OF 7kEOREWI 2.1.1. 
3,1, A reparametrization will be meant to be a piecewise line,u orienta- 
tion preserving homeomorphism of the unit interval [0, 1] onto itself. Two 
paths yr , yZ: [0, I] - X are said to differ by a reparametrization if there exists a 
reparametrization ‘T such that yr = y1 n 7. Equivalence classes of paths under 
reparametrization will be called reparametrizable paths. The reparametrizable 
path represented by a path y  will be denoted by p. 
The usual path multiplication gives rise to an associative multiplication for 
reparametrizable paths. If  a rcparametrizable path + can be written as a product 
?uw% 7 where tither $ or f2 may be empty, then wc say that 9 is reducible 
to the reparametrizable path f,f/:! Two rcparametrizahle paths +’ and 9” are 
said to be equivalent by reduction if there is a finite sequence of reparametrizahle 
paths 
such that, for 1 2:::’ i <i 1, one of f1 1 and pj is reducible to the other. The cqui- 
valence class of? under reduction will be called a reducihie path and denoted 
by 7. 
Denote by 0.J and a,<S, respectively, the sets of repararnetrizable loops and 
reducible loops at .yn _ Then 0-X is a semigroup. and B,$Y is a group. 
For every map oi: C’-+ Q2,X, denote hy 
the map given by (g, I) -CC([)(~). I)et [0, I]‘! be the standard y-cube. 13~ a 
q-cube of G’,s, we shal1 mean a map 
0: [O, I]“+ Q2,S 
such that, for some partition 0 f,, K: *** c : t, 1 of [0, 11, the restriction of 
the map (bn to each [O, 114 x [ti r , liJ is a P map. 
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Two q-cubes u1 and u2 of R,X are said to differ by a reparametrization, if there 
exists a reparametrization 7 such that $U, = bU, o (i~&,~l~ x T). The equivaknce 
class of u under reparametrization will be denoted hy 6 and wiIl be called a 
reparametrizahle q-cube of QSX. 
Let c,(Q,VX) be the free chain complex on reparametrizabie cubes of Qn,X. 
For our purpose in this article, a normalization of this cubical chain complex is 
not needed. 
Let u’ and u” be p-and q-cubes of 0,X. Recall that 
u’ x d’: [O, l]P jc [O, l]Q+Jz,X 
is the (p -+ q)-cube given by ([‘, 6”) --f o’(t’) * (I”. Define 
Then c,(Jz,X) is an associative ring, and the boundary operator 6 respects the 
multiplication. 
The usual augmentation of C,(Q,VX) g’ Ives rise to an augmentation ideal 
f  = {&I,,,, such that 1, = 6&Q,&) for Q > 0, and I,, is spanned by all (qB) - (&), 
where ($1 and (-j$) d enote, respectively, the reparametrizable O-cubes at J+ 
and yZ . Let f7 be the rth power of the augmentation ideal 1. Thus (IT),, = 1,’ and 
(P), = f&l + IJ&-’ + -a- f  f$, . 
Denote by c,(Q,,X) the chain complex such that C&Q&) = &JJz,YX) for 
4 > 0, and f?,,(Sr,S) is free on the set of reducible loops at x0 _ If a: [O, I] - J2,9 
is a l-cube, then, in c,(Q,X), 
-. -- 
%6 = a(1) - u(0). 
We take C,(O,X) as a quotient chain complex of c,(Qn,X). Let 
C*(L$X) -+ ~*(O,X) (3.1.1) 
be the quotient chain map. Denote by p the image of P under this chain map. 
There is a descending filtration 
c*(a,J) ==f”3f31”3 . ..-JfrI a-4 
of the chain complex c’,(B,qX), and the boundary operator 8 respects the filtra; 
tion. 
3.2. The canonica1 formal power series connection w gives rise to a 
transport 
T -=: 1 + 1 TcikT, + 1 Tdj.XfXj + ... 
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of the type (I.2.2), where the coefficients I, Ti , Tij ,... are differential forms on 
the path space P(X) and may be restricted to the loop space Jz,X. The corollary 
of Theorem 1.2.1, asserts that i;‘T = dT, where il is the canonical diffcrontial. 
I f  u is a q-cube of 59%X, then according to (1.2.4), 
is a well-defined element of 7j I/‘>, where <I, u> = 1 or 0 according as y  .- : 0 
or > 0, and 
<T,, a> -: (i, + [0, 1JQ) -2 {(x+)~, , [O, I]” N [O, 1-J; = (w? ,$,;,. 
It is known that T(o) is invariant under reparametrization. (This fact can bc 
verified by using (I .2.3).) Define 
0: ~*(Q,X) --f T(V) 
by 6 i--f T(cr). Then 
t@(+) = ST(u) = <ST, u> = {dT, u> = CT, iia) : C!@;), 
i.e., @ is a chain map. Moreover, 
@p* x $‘) =-; T(a’ N 0”) = T(u’) T(a”) zzz Q(g) &y) 
so that 8 is also a ring homomorphism. 
If yr and ya arc loops at x0 , then @(+a) - (fr)) E J. Thus @IC 3 and 
&fi C J’, Here recall that J is the augmentation ideal of 2’(V). 
Since 6((p)) @((q ,‘)) = T(y) T&l) .= 1, f!? has a factorization 
C*(Q,X) ----> c*(Q,x) -5 T( I”) 
so that @ is a chain map with 
@P c 3’. 
Extend @ to a chain map over K 
so that &(p @,k) C 3’, 
The descending filtration 
(3.2.1) 
(3.2,2) 
gives rise to a spectral sequence {E’, 8j,=, . Let (E’r, i?‘r},;-O he the spectral 
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sequence of F(V) owing to the descending filtration by 3”, $ > 0. Then 8 
induces homomorphisms of spectral sequences 
We claim that, for Y > 1, these homomorphisms are isomorphisms when 
s + t = 0 and epimorphisms when 3 $- t = 1. This claim wiI1 be verified in 
Section 3.3. 
It should be pointed out that terms of spectral sequences are indexed some- 
what differently from the usual convention. The term Er,-, in our sense corre- 
sponds to ET,,, in the conventional sense. 
3+3. According to (1.3.4), we have ZXi E J2, i = ‘I ,-.., dim V/. Conse- 
quently $3” C 3”+l for s 2 0, and 
LEMMA 3.3.1. For s -, 1, E;-, 
’ 
m F/P1, where 3 is the augmentation ideul 
of the group algebra knl(X). 
PYOO~. Observe that C,(QJ) is the group ring ZD,X and that H,,(c,(Q,X)) 
is the group ring ZnI(X). The short exact sequence 
0 -+ C@,X) + zi=J,x + Z7rl(X) + 0 
gives rise to short exact sequences 
FI ence 
There is a homomorphism 3 + H,(X; k) given by [y] ~ I + the homology 
class of the loop y. 
The kernel of this homomorphism is 3”. 
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LEMMA 3.3.2. S,:,-,V w E,;,-, , s ;+ 1. 
I’~of. There is an epimorphism 
By tensoring this homomorphism with h, we obtain an cpimorphism 
is an isomotphism given by 
Hence the lemma is proved. 
Let il ,(S) he the chain complex of smooth simplices of S with vertices at x,, . 
Let the vertices of the standard 2-simplex A2 be q, , q and z’~ . Let ,8 be the edge 
path (w. , v,) and y  the edge path (zO , z+ , z:~). Let the homomorphism 
h: d,(X) + cl(n,x) = I1 
be defined such that, for every 2-simplex U: da -* X of d ,(.I), Au is the repara- 
metrizable l-simplex of the I-simpIes 
u,,: [O, l] -+ QJ 
given by uIc(t’)(t) = ~((1 ~ t’) /3(t) + t’r(t)). Verify that 
where .u(O), u(l) and uc2) are the l-faces of u taken as loops at .r,, . I f  z is a 2-cycle 
in d.+(S), then 
(3.3.2) 
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LEMMA 3.3.3. 8 induces an epimovphism 
E:,-+E;', e. v, = qx; k). (3.3.3) 
Proof. Let Z(Er,,) denote the kernel of 
8': E; t --f E;,r t-r-l . 
If z is a 2-cycle in d*(X), then (3.3.2) implies that laz + (@l E Z(Ef,,) represents 
an element of E:,, , whose image under the map (3.3.3) is 
Observe that z is an arbitrary 2-cycle. Hence the lemma is proved. 
We have now verified our claim in Section 3.2 for the case of r = 1. For 
r 2 1, consider the commutative diagram 
Since the first vertical arrow is epic, the third one is an isomorphism. 
In another commutative diagram 
the second vertical arrow is epic so that the first one is also epic. This implies 
that E:;fl,,, --+ E~~~~+, is epic. 
3.4. Now we are ready to complete the proof of Theorem 2.1.1. Recall 
the ideal % of T{ I’,), which is the closure of the subspace spanned by 
all a(Xgl 1.4 X,,), s > 1, deg Xi1 + a-- + deg Xi* = I. Thus 
9x = qIql = aJ1 
and 9I = T( V,)/% = Hs( T( V)). Moreover, 
I(‘u)” w 2X30~ n 92 
and, for the spectral sequence of T(Y), 
L: ‘flm *,--6 = E:f-, = &q3;++’ + 3,” n 9l) w  Ipl)~j~(5!I)~+l. 
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For s ;:: 0, the chain map @ induces isomorphism 
and consequently isomorphisms 
Hence Theorem 2.1 .I is proved 
Proof vf Corollary I. Observe that I(Vr)s = (z,,” + ‘32)/X We claim that, 
if u E (J (Jo” + S), then u E !I. In fact, write u := u, i- u,’ with u, E 91 and 
us’ E Jo”. Then, in T(V,), 
This leads to the conclusion that 
(3.4.1) 
and the corollary follows. 
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